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The federal Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) signed 
into law by President Trump in 2017 created many 
lucrative tax cuts for high-income taxpayers that 
purportedly “trickle down” to lower- and middle-
income families, including the new Opportunity 
Zones program (OZ). Under the Opportunity Zones 
program, people who invest in areas designated 
as “distressed” are rewarded with various federal 
tax breaks on the income they enjoy from those 
investments. Due to linkages between the federal 
and many states’ tax codes, the same tax breaks 

are now available in most states. (See Figure 1.)  

There is little reason to believe that opportunity 
zones will deliver meaningful economic benefits to 
the low-income families they are ostensibly designed 
to benefit. Not only are opportunity zones based 
on failed trickle-down economics, but investors are 
incentivized to fund highly-profitable projects rather 
than projects more responsive to the needs of truly 
distressed communities, such as affordable housing. 
Additionally, regulations for opportunity zones are 
inadequate to hold investors accountable for making 
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investments that actually benefit local communities (For more information on the 
federal Opportunity Zones program and its shortcomings, see ITEP's report, Opportunity 
Zones Bolster Investors’ Bottom Lines Rather than Economic or Racial Equity.) 

Post enactment of TCJA, lawmakers in most states still need to decide how to respond 
to the creation of this new program. Given the shortcomings of the federal Opportunity 
Zones program and its added potential costs to states, the most prudent course of action 
is three-pronged:

 ∙ First, states should move quickly to decouple from the opportunity zone 
investment income tax breaks that most of them have inherited as a result of their 
tax codes’ linkages to federal tax law.  

 ∙ Second, states should reject local proposals that offer even more tax breaks to the 
investors participating in the Opportunity Zones program.

 ∙ Finally, state lawmakers concerned with economically distressed areas should seek 
to make those investments directly to ensure that the projects are responsive to 
the needs of current residents. Investments in public transit, education and water 
systems would create more equitable economies and promote economic growth. 

STATES SHOULD DECOUPLE FROM FEDERAL 
OPPORTUNITY ZONE TAX BREAKS

The federal government now offers opportunity zone investors three types of federal 
tax subsidies on their capital gains income—allowing investors to defer capital gains 
income until 2026, partially excluding portions of capital gains from taxation entirely if 
held in an opportunity zone fund for a qualifying period of time, or completely exempting 
capital gains from tax if invested for over 10 years. Since most states define capital gains 
income according to federal rules, this means that most states are also now offering 
these same subsidies under their own income tax codes—often with little or no debate 
about the wisdom of doing so.

The rationales for offering capital gains breaks to opportunity zone investors at the 
state level are even weaker than offering such breaks at the federal level.1 This is because 
much of the benefit of state tax cuts for investors is likely to flow to people investing 
in opportunity zones located in other states. New York’s capital gains preferences, for 
example, are undoubtedly rewarding people investing in opportunity zones in California, 
Texas, and elsewhere. 

An additional issue for states to be concerned about is the regressive nature of these 
tax incentives. The majority of state tax systems are already regressive, taxing lower-
income households at higher rates as a share of their incomes. Opportunity zones 
would exacerbate this issue by shrinking the tax base and as a result either shifting the 
responsibility for those taxes onto those already paying a higher share of their incomes 
or depleting resources for public investments that are responsive to the needs of these 
same taxpayers. 

In addition to subsidizing out of state investors and exacerbating regressive tax 
subsidies, each of these three subsidies threatens state finances in different ways. 

https://itep.org/opportunity-zones-bolster-investors-bottom-lines-rather-than-economic-or-racial-equity
https://itep.org/opportunity-zones-bolster-investors-bottom-lines-rather-than-economic-or-racial-equity
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The first of these subsidies has already drained untold millions in revenue from state 
coffers since January 1, 2018.2 Rather than waiting until 2026 to tax these gains, states 
should enact legislation stipulating that these sales will be taxed as if the realization 
event occurred during the tax year in which the legislation is enacted. Doing so could 
provide a near-immediate revenue boost when most states are negotiating their 
budgets next spring. This corrective action is made even more important by the fact 
that states are already losing revenue from current federal capital gains breaks such as 
deferrals for like-kind exchanges (i.e., reinvesting capital gains in similar properties).3

The second subsidy is problematic because it excludes a portion of capital gains from 
taxation entirely. To prevent this second subsidy from eating into their collections, states 
should clarify that portions of capital gains from investments kept in an opportunity zone 
funds will not be excluded from state taxation (as they are at the federal) and will not receive 
a step-up in basis (a rule that would otherwise exempt investments from taxation at death). 

The most important of the subsidies for states to decouple from is the third subsidy—
the complete tax exemption for any gains generated by opportunity zone funds. Unless 
state lawmakers act, high-income investors will not pay a dime in state tax on their 
investments in luxury hotels, high-end condos, and other lucrative opportunity zone 
investments—including in areas undergoing rapid gentrification. While this provision will 
not begin to siphon off state revenues until 2028, it has the potential to be much more 
costly than either of the other two breaks since it is a complete exemption rather than a 
deferral or partial exemption; as such, it is in the interests of states to decouple from this 
subsidy now alongside the more time-pressing subsidies described above.

To prevent draining state resources, subsidizing out of state investors, and 
exacerbating the regressivity of their tax codes, state lawmakers should follow the lead 
of California, Mississippi, North Carolina, and Massachusetts4 and pass legislation that 
rejects conformity to these federal opportunity zone subsidies. Although no two states 
conform to the federal code in exactly the same way, rejecting conformity to opportunity 
zone subsidies would be straightforward for all states to do:5 

 ∙ States that automatically conform to the federal tax code need to pro-actively 
decouple from these capital gains exemptions.

 ∙ States with “fixed date” conformity rules should be sure to conform to federal rules 
from a specific year that predates these tax breaks.

The three federal subsidies are: 
1. Investors selling property and investing the resulting income in an Opportunity 

Zones fund can defer paying taxes on the capital gains from that sale until 2026. 

2. If the investment is kept in an Opportunity Zones fund for at least five years, that 
gain will qualify for a lower tax rate. Rates are even lower for investments held for 
seven years or more. This is accomplished by excluding a portion of the gain from 
tax entirely. 

3. Capital gains generated by Opportunity Zones investments are completely tax free 
if they are held in the fund for at least 10 years.
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STATES SHOULD REJECT ADDITIONAL STATE TAX 
GIVEAWAYS

Since 2018, seven states have enacted (and another seventeen considered) legislation 
that offers additional state or local tax subsidies for opportunity zone investors—Alabama, 
Arkansas, Connecticut, Louisiana, Maryland, Ohio, and Rhode Island.6 These subsidies 
have taken three primary forms thus far: tax credits for investments; additional capital 
gains tax reductions beyond those inherited from the federal code; and property tax 
reductions for some opportunity zone investments.

Like conformity to the federal opportunity zone subsidies, these additional state 
subsidies limit the revenue available to states or localities and have been shown to have 
little or no effect on where investors actually decide to make investments.7 Making 
matters worse, in the unlikely event that these subsidies do spur economic growth, their 
cost makes it more difficult for governments to fund the additional expenditures needed 
to meet the increased demand for public services that come with economic expansion.8

Investment tax credits 
Five states have enacted investment tax credits that further subsidize opportunity 

zones. For example, Ohio will reimburse investors for 10 percent of their investments in 
an opportunity zone fund (up to $1 million per year). The state intends to spend up to $25 
million per year reimbursing investors. The Connecticut credit, by contrast, is significantly 
narrower as it focuses on the rehabilitation of historic structures.

State Capital Gains Tax Reductions
Although opportunity zones already provide lucrative tax breaks against both federal 

and state capital gains taxes, states such as Rhode Island have enacted state capital 
gains tax breaks that go beyond those inherited from their linkages to federal tax law. In 
Rhode Island, the exemption can be used by any taxpayer keeping their investment in an 
opportunity zone fund for seven years or more (as opposed to 10 years at the federal level).9

FIGURE 2
Additional Tax Breaks Enacted, by State  
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As with the federal subsidies, these tax breaks will provide the largest subsidies to 
those taxpayers reaping large profits on their opportunity zone investments and as such, 
incentivize abuse of the program by and for wealthy investors.  For example, opportunity 
zone lines were redrawn in Florida to include the “Superyacht Marina” of billionaire 
investors10 and lines were redrawn in Michigan to include real estate properties of NBA 
owner Dan Gilbert.11

Property Tax Abatements 
Louisiana and Maryland have both enacted property tax reduction programs for 

opportunity zones within their states. While business tax incentives for economic 
development in general have proven to be ineffective,12 property tax abatements have 
been shown to be even more problematic. A study by the Lincoln Institute of Land 
Policy found property tax incentives to be ineffective since companies do not choose 
new locations based on property taxes but on access to a workforce and proximity to 
markets.13  More so, these incentives deplete a community’s tax base, depriving funding 
for local schools, police and fire protection, and street and bridge maintenance.

Maryland’s program allows local governments to offer such reductions if they choose. 
This creates the potential for counterproductive intrastate competition, whereby various 
localities within the state’s borders may find themselves competing with each other to 
offer the largest subsidy. To the extent that this occurs, there will be no net gain to the 
state of Maryland from this behavior.

Louisiana’s program allows opportunity zones to qualify for property tax abatements 
in addition to expanding, restoring or improving properties. In its analysis of Louisiana’s 
property tax freeze program, the state’s legislative fiscal office rightly suggests that it 
could lead to higher property taxes for individuals and businesses not benefiting from 
the freeze.14

Although only two states have enacted legislation directly related to property taxes 
within opportunity zones, many opportunity zone investors are likely to reap additional 
benefits through other preexisting property tax breaks such as TIFs (tax increment 
financing), which real estate developers can use to abate property taxes. 
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CASE STUDY
Puerto Rico’s Opportunity Zone Subsidies

Puerto Rico has taken a far more aggressive approach to opportunity zone 
subsidization than any of the states. Ninety-five percent of Puerto Rico is considered 
a Qualified opportunity zone and qualifies for the following tax subsidies:

 ∙ A 20 percent fixed tax rate on the net income from opportunity zones 

 ∙ Tax-free dividend distributions 

 ∙ A tax exemption of 50 percent for patents and property tax 

 ∙ A tax exemption of 90 percent for “priority residential projects” in opportunity 
zones 

 ∙ A 100 percent exemption from construction taxes 

 ∙ A maximum investment credit of 15 percent that is transferable

 ∙ Deferral of capital gains taxes for investment gains from Qualified Opportunity 
Funds in Puerto Rico 

 ∙ An income tax exemption for accrued interest on loans to tax-exempt 
businesses 

With nearly the entire island of Puerto Rico qualifying to be in an opportunity zone 
and the effects of Hurricane Maria, Governor Ricardo Rosello is seeking to approve 
$400 million of federal aid towards funding its Opportunity Zones program.15 However, 
these additional subsidies are expected to primarily benefit investors’ bottom lines 
rather than directly benefiting communities in need. Proponents of the program 
advocate that Puerto Rico residents will see benefits in terms of employment and 
other intangibles from development that are not clearly defined. Such arguments 
deny the current and stark reality of Puerto Rico residents whose communities are 
now in need of direct resources to rebuild roads, schools, and homes. 

CASE STUDY
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STATES SHOULD MAKE DIRECT INVESTMENTS TO 
PROMOTE EQUITABLE ECONOMIC OUTCOMES 

The premise of opportunity zones is that the economic benefits from tax cuts to 
investors somehow trickle down to benefit low-income households in the future. 
However, the most tangible outcomes tax giveaways to opportunity zones offer these 
households are increasing gaps in state budgets and the priorities they fund, higher 
taxes, and a growing racial wealth divide. 

States should invest in economically distressed areas, but the method of offering tax 
incentives through opportunity zones will not improve economic equality and promote 
racial equity (see Opportunity Zones Bolster Investors’ Bottom Lines Rather than 
Economic or Racial Equity).16

Rather than depend on these flawed programs for economic development, states 
should instead take fiscal actions that promote growth in the economy while being 
conscious of racial equity and economic quality, such as making direct investments in 
schools and infrastructure. Investing in smaller class sizes and improving access to quality 
education can boost productivity in the economy. Inequalities that result from relying on 
local property taxes to fund education can be ameliorated through additional state aid for 
lower-income communities. Investing in restoring infrastructure, such as improving roads, 
water and sewage systems, can benefit state economies by spurring jobs while increasing 
economic quality in the long-run. Furthermore, investing in public transit promotes equity 
by connecting economically disadvantaged communities to more job opportunities. 
Furthermore, states that are truly interested in aiding “distressed” communities should 
have their investment strategies informed by engagement with affected stakeholders, 
consulting with community leaders and activists in local neighborhoods to inform what 
investments would most benefit their communities. 

By supporting public goods through sound tax policy—raising adequate and 
sustainable revenue in a progressive manner—state and local governments can help 
improve local economies by investing in communities that suffer from food deserts, 
a lack of public schools, and sustainable jobs while priming the ground for private 
investment in the future.

CONCLUSION 
The federal Opportunity Zones program is deeply flawed. States should decouple 

from this program as quickly as possible and decline to double-down on its failed trickle-
down approach by rejecting proposals to enact additional tax credits for investors of 
opportunity zones. If states do not decouple, they run the risk of lost revenues as well as 
larger inequities in the future. Lawmakers who want to invest in distressed communities 
should seek to make those investments directly rather than through the flawed structure 
of the Opportunity Zones program.

The time for state lawmakers to act is now. It was recently reported that the 2020 
Census could expand opportunity zone tax breaks.17 Recently, Rep. Rashida Tlaib 
proposed a bill to repeal the opportunity zones tax break in its entirety. If enacted, this 
would be a step in the right direction towards a just tax system. However, states should 
not wait to enact their own responsible and equitable economic tax policies.

https://itep.org/opportunity-zones-bolster-investors-bottom-lines-rather-than-economic-or-racial-equity
https://itep.org/opportunity-zones-bolster-investors-bottom-lines-rather-than-economic-or-racial-equity
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